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Following the established and successful Examples & Explanations format, Examples &

Explanations: Conflict of Laws is a straightforward learning and study tool law that will illuminate for

students all of the basic Conflicts issues and topics. Among the outstanding features of this new

Examples & Explanations: the author has a humorous writing style that is engaging, clear, and

informalbig-picture overviews of essential topics are followed by sufficient detail to allow students to

understand and apply principlesthe proven-effective Examples & Explanations pedagogy, which

introduces new concepts through clear exposition and then provides illustrative examples followed

by full explanations and analysis, works especially well for Conflict of Laws where students learn

best by applying the concepts they are learning to new fact patternsspecial emphasis on Choice of

Law, where students frequently have trouble applying the abstract theories to concrete

casesmodular chapter organization so that chapters can be studied in any order to adapt to any

coursetest-taking tips for Conflict of Laws exams When you recommend Examples & Explanations:

Conflict of Laws to your students, you can feel confident that they will get thorough coverage of all

the topics you cover - including choice of law issues and proof of foreign law - in your course.
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I purchased this book to help with my conflict of laws course in my final semester of law school. I

found the subject to be quite tricky, and I was afraid that I lacked a solid understanding of some of

the most important concepts presented in the class. I was certainly not disappointed with this

purchase. Throughout law school, I frequently used supplementary materials in various classes,



including several books in the E&E series (torts, civ pro, evidence, crim pro), but I found this one to

be the best of all.In fact, I believe its value as a law course supplement to be beyond comparison

with other such materials, and I would recommend it to anyone taking a conflicts course (along with,

of course, all assigned readings in the casebook). It was very well written and clearly conveyed the

necessary information. A very good buy.

Examples and Explanations is always a good choice. Three years of law school and I know a little

something about hornbooks. I've always like the Examples and Explanations series and the book

for Conflict of Laws is excellent. The course itself is not that difficult but this book helps you work out

the smaller details and lets you apply the law for yourself (which helps you learn more quickly). If

you're taking this course, get this book.

If you are taking a course on this topic, this supplement is a must-have. I used this to prepare for my

Jurisdiction and Choice of Law exam, and couldn't have been happier with the results. The

examples and explanations in this book provide great practice for working through complex choice

of law issues. Throughout the semester, I felt this course was a difficult and confusing one, and this

book helped make the concepts clear.

I ordered this book for my law school class Conflicts of Laws. My professor suggested we use it to

guide our studies. This book is the only reason I will pass the class. The "examples and

explanations" are excellent, very straightforward, and helpful. I would recommend this to anyone

and everyone that has to take a Conflict of Laws class or try to pass a bar exam.

This is an excellent book for someone new to Conflict of Laws. Itâ€™s about as well organized and

clear as a book on such a difficult subject can be. If youâ€™re going to study the subject, get this

book.
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